Salmoiraghi Group present
man-made fibre automatic
handling technology
Salmoiraghi is one of the internationally
reputed market leaders in automated
handling and storage systems for manmade yarn bobbins and other textile
products. The Salmoiraghi Automatic
Handling Group will be present at ITMA
ASIA & CITME 2018 exhibition.

bobbins to the next machine in the
automated handling chain.

IGVD Automatic Doffing System

The IGVD Automatic Doffing System
is specifically designed to serve both the
latest generation double-chuck winders
(TMT “MANTA”, and BARMAG
“WINGS” and “I-QOON”) for manmade continuous yarn, as well as classic
single chuck winder types.

Salmoiraghi will exhibit the IGVD
Automatic Doffing System. This is a
driverless, automatically guided, batterypowered vehicle equipped with a special
doffing module with twin bobbin
mandrels. The vehicle features a state-ofthe-art inertial guidance system, ensuring
millimetre positioning accuracy.

Salmoiraghi also continues offering a
wide range of “classic” automatic
Doffers, designed to transfer the doffed
bobbins to “Shuttle” transport vehicles
travelling on overhead monorail circuits –
a technology widely used by Salmoiraghi
in many automated handling systems
installed worldwide.

This machine is designed to perform
the same tasks as the ‘classic’ Salmoiraghi
automatic Doffers, namely, travelling to
the required locations in front of the
winders, doffing the yarn bobbins from
the winders and transferring the doffed

All Salmoiraghi Doffers feature
numerous sustainable technology and
energy-saving solutions, making them the
“greenest”, quietest and most reliable
Doffers ever; this fact is indicated by the
certified “Green Label” affixed to these

machines. Salmoiraghi will also present
the revolutionary Salmoiraghi concept for
Auto warehouses for fabric rolls; three of
these Autowarehouses are currently in
operation in Italy.
The ultimate target is to achieve high
quality, lower operation costs and
augment plant profitability by
implementing the "Industry 4.0" Smart
Factory concept and technologies.

Rotorcraft will introduce
New Generation Drafting
Dr. Andreas Fischer, Managing Board Member and Head of Global Sales, Rotorcraft AG.
Rotorcraft AG of Switzerland will introduce “New Generation Drafting”®
(NGD) at ITMA Asia 2018 in Shanghai.
NGD consists of the RT3® top arm and
the mechanical compacting system
Green Compact® RoCoS.
The top arm RT3® solves a problem
prevalent in every mill: Conventional top
arms use setting screws for changing the
distance between rollers. Manually
adjusting the settings of the top arm in
this way invariably leads to different
distances along each ring frame. This, in
turn, leads to uneven yarn quality. By
contrast, the RT3® eliminates set screws,
and therefore human error. The distance
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between rollers is changed by easily
interchangeable, differently colored roller
holders instead of set screws. In this
concept, each differently colored roller
holder represents a different distance.
This not only solves the problem of
wrong manual distances but also makes it
easy to check the setting of each top arm
by checking on the colors.
The well known mechanical
compacting system Green Compact®
RoCoS combines superior yarn quality
with remarkable power savings,
compared to first generation, pneumatic
systems. It is easy to install and simple to
operate. Much as RT3®, Green Comact®

RoCoS follows Rotorcraft’s design
imperative: make life easier for the mill!
Combined into New Generation
Drafting® (NGD), they provide a simple
and effective solution for drafting that is
second to none. Rotorcraft will be present
at ITMA Asia + CITMA at Hall 1, Booth
C-23.

